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ABSTRACT 
We develop a slight modification of Engeler’s graph algebras, yielding extensional combinatory 
algebras. It is shown that by this construction we get precisely the class of Scott’s D,-models 
generated by complete atomic Boolean algebras. In section 3 we construct extensional substructures 
of graph-algebras and Pw-models. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1 DEFINITION 
(i) A combinatory algebra (ca) is a structure (A, *, K,S) with * a binary 
operation (‘application’) on A and two distinguished elements K, SEA 
satisfying 
AK Vx~/lVyeA Kxy=x 
AS VxEAvyEAvzEA Sxyz=xz(yz) 
where xy is short for x*y. 
(ii) Moreover, such a structure is extensional iff 
EXT VxczAVy~A (VZEA xz=yz-+x=y) 0 
In [E] Engeler introduced the notion of a graph algebra over an arbitrary 
non-empty set. The construction starts with a non-empty carrier set A. Then 
G(A) is the least set containing A such that for b E G(A) and finite B L G(A) the 
pair (B, b) is in G(A), assuming that all a EA are not such pairs, that is 
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0.2 DEFINITION. Let A #0 and G(A) : = U {G,(A)ln E co} where G,(A) is 
recursively defined by 
(i) G&4): =A 
(ii) G,+,(A): =G,(A)U{(B,b)lB~G,(A), B finite, b~G&l)}. 0 
A binary application operation l on the subsets of G(A) is then defined by 
X. Y: = (bl2Bc Y((B,@EX)). 
Engeler showed that the graph algebra (P(G(A)), 0) over a non-empty set A can 
be made into a CII by isolating appropriate subsets K and S of G(A). These 
structures are very elegant, since the notion of application is easy to grasp: the 
result of applying X to Y depends on the ‘elementary instructions’ (B, b) of X, 
which give output b any time the input Y contains B. Since this construction 
never yields extensional ca’s, we shall give: 
1. A SLIGHTLY MODIFIED CONSTRUCTION FOR EXTENSIONAL CA’S 
Again we start with an arbitrary non-empty set A. In the description below 
we let small letters a, b c , , . . . . x,y, z range over G(A) and capital letters 
B, C, . . . . X, Y, 2 denote subsets of G(A). On P(G(A)) we define an application 
operation by 
1.1 DEFINITION. X*Y: = {b\ii’BI Y (B,b)eX}U(aeAlaEX} where we 
put Z I Z’c* Vx E Z3y E Z’(XS o(,+y) and x I o(,@ holds if either 
(i) x=y or 
(ii) Zi’BFIb (x = (B, 6) & y E A 8z b I c(A)y) or 
(iii) Ilb (XEA &y=(O,b) &xl,(,,b) or 
(iv) ZZBIZB2ZlblZ7b2 (x=(B1,bl) &y=(B,,b*) & B,rB, & blIG(Ajb2) Cl 
REMARKS. Observe that for all XA *X=0=0.X, since we have assumed A 
not to contain pairs of the form (B, b). So, if we want to construct an exten- 
sional ca, while leaving the application operation unchanged, we are forced to 
identify A with 0, which would have unpleasant consequences. Therefore 
we consider the elements of A also to be elementary instructions needing no 
input at all and producing themselves. Moreover, for all X ((0,b)) l X= 
= { (0, b), (B, b)} 0X. Hence ((0, b)} and { (0, b), (B, 6)) represent the same 
function and should therefore be considered as being equal. On the other hand 
there is always a subset of G(A) which separates ((0, b)} from ((0, b), (B, b)} 
if B#0: for example, let D: ={({(B,b)),b)}. Then D*{(O,b)}=O but 
D{(O,b),(B,b)}={b}. Th ere ore we change normal set theoretical inclusion f 
into a relation ZIZ’ which may be read as “Z’ contains at least as strong 
instructions as Z”. y is at least as strong as x (xIo(,& is then defined by 4 
clauses: 
either x and y denote the same instruction (i) 
or y needs no input to produce an output which is at least as strong as the 
output of x (ii, iii) 
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or y needs at most as much input as x to produce an output at least as strong 
as the output of x (iv). 
1.2 PROPOSITION 
(0 vxvy (x=Y-~ G(A~) 
(ii) VXYY (XC Y-XI Y) 
(iii) VxEAVyeA (x=y++xlGCAjy) 
(iv) VXCAYYcA (XCY@XIY) 
(v) vxal E A (x5 q,qu) 
(vi) VX (05XIA) 
PROOF. Easy. 0 
sGCAJ and I are transitive relations on G(A) and P(G(A)) respectively: 
1.3 PROPOSITION 
(i) v'a E A b (a 5 Go* (0, a) s G(A)Y) 
(ii) va EA 'Y ti 5 G(A)@+y 5 G(A)@, a)) 
(iii) 5 G(A) is transitive 
(iv) 5 is transitive 
PROOF. (i) Let C.ZIZA and y be arbitrary. Then alc(Ajy* 
a=y or gc (y=(@c) & asG(,&j)y)++ 
(ii) similar. (iii) We prove with induction on n: 
The transitivity of IGtAj then follows from the observation that for all 
{x, Y, z} G G(A) th ere is an n ECU with {x, y, z} c G,(A). If {x, y, z} c_ G&l) are 
such that X5G(,&J, X’G(&J then x=y =z. Hence Xlo-(A)Z. Suppose 
{X, y, Z} C G,+,(A) are such that xlo(&y, x%o(&y. Define 
(0,~) if uEA 
S(u): = 
u otherwise 
Then from (i), (ii) we get S(X)~~(~~S(JJ), s(y)lGCAjS(z). Hence there are finite 
Bi c G,(A), bie G,(A) for i= 1,2,3 such that S(X) = (Br, br), S(y) = (Bz, bz), 
S(z) = (&, !I,), B3 4 B2 I B, and b, I G(,& I o(,&. So from the induction 
hypothesis it follows that B,s B, and b, 5otAjb3. Thus S(x)lGCAIS(z). Then 
again from (i), (ii) we get x<o(,,+. (iv) follows immediately from (iii). 0 
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1.4 DEFINITION. Let A #0. Define M(A) : = (P(G(A))/=, *, [K], [S]), where 
x= Y-X< Y & YIX 
[Xl: ={YlY=X} and P(G(A))/=: ={[X]IXEP(G(A))} 
[X]*[Y]: =[X*Y] 
K: ={(B,(C,b))lbEB} 
s: = {(B,(C,(D,b)))lBU(~D’=D (D’,(U,b))EB & 
82 vuEuzlu’L .(,&lD’ID (D’, u’) E C)} 0 
= is by definition symmetric, reflexive by 1.2(ii) and transitive by 1.3(iii). 
Hence = is an equivalence relation. 
1.5 PROPOSITION 
(i) VXVY (X= Y-X= Y) 
(ii) VXEP(A)VYEP(A) (X= Y-X- Y) 
(iii) A = G(A) 
PROOF. Easy. q 
Before we show that M(A) is an extensional cu we prove 
1.6 LEMMA(MONOTONICITY). * is monotone wrt. 5, i.e. 
(i) VXVYVZ (Xl Y+ZXsZY) 
(ii) VXVYVZ (Xl Y-rXZI YZ) 
PROOF. (i) Suppose XsY and let ~EZX. Then if b~(a~Ala~2) also 
b~2Y. If b~{a~Ala~Z} then (B,b)eZ for some BsX. Thus since XIY 
also Bc Y. Hence again b E ZY. (ii) Suppose XI Y and let b E X2. If 
by {a~Ala~Xj then blocA) b’ for some WE Y. Hence either WE A 
or b’=(0, F’) with blot,, b”. So there is a dE YZ with bsGcAjd. If 
b${a~Alu~X} then (B,b)eX for some BsZ. Let b’eY be such that 
(B,b)s.,,b’. If ~‘EA then blocA) b’ and b’~ YZ. If &$A then b’=(D,d) 
with DsBrZ, bsGcA,d and dE YZ. q 
1.7 LEMMA(EXTENSIONALITY) 
(i) VXVY (VB finite (XBs YB)-+Xr Y) 
(ii) VXVY (VB finite (XB= YB)+X= Y) 
(iii) VXVY (VZ (XZ= YZ)+X= Y) 
PROOF. (i) Suppose for all finite B XBs YB and let beX. If brsA then 
beX0s Y0. Let b’E YO be such that 6s G(Ajb’. Then either b’e {UEA~UE Y} 
or (0,b’)EY. So bcGtAj b” for some b”eY. If b$A then b=(C,c) and 
CEXCI YC. Hence CI~(~) c’ for some C’E YC. Then either C’E {u~Alu~ Y} 
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or (II, c’) E Y for some DI C. Thus again bl o(,@’ for some b” E Y. (ii) and 
(iii) follow from (i) and (ii) respectively. Cl 
1.8 THEOREM. Let A # 0. Then M(A) is a C(I satisfying extensionality. 
PROOF. P(G(A))/= is clearly closed under * and from the monotonicity of 
* it follows that VXVYVZ([X] = [ Y] + [X] [Z] = [ Y] [Z] & [Z] [X] = [Z] [ Y]). 
So * is a binary operation on P(G(A))/= . To prove AK let X, Y be arbitrary. 
Then 
KXY={(C,b)lgBsXbEB}Y 
= {(C, b)lgb’cX(bs GtAjb’)) Y= {b12i’bkX(bsGtAjb’)} =X. 
Thus b’XYY [K][Xl[ Y] = [Xl. To prove AS let X, Y, Z be arbitrary and choose 
X=X and Y’= Y such that all XE x’ are of the form (II, (U, b)) and all y E Y 
of the form (0, b). Then [S] [X] [ Y] [Z] = [S] [xl] [ Y’][Z] and [X] [Z]([ Y] [Z]) = 
= [X’][Z]([Y’][Z]). We will show [S][X’][Y’][Z] = [x’][Z]([Y’][Z]), i.e. 
Sx’Y’Z=x’Z(Y’Z). Now X’Z={(U,~)~~DIZ((D,(U,~))EX’)} and Y’Z= 
= { bj ZD 5 Z((D, b) E Y’)> . Hence 
X’Z(Y’Z)={blXJs Y’Z((U,b)eX’Z)} = 
= {bIBUs Y’ZTi’DsZ((D,(U,b))cX’)} 
={~~BU(~IDIZ((D,(U,~))EX’) & 
& vu E Uzi94’~ UZZDS Z((D, u) E Y))}. 
On the other hand 
SX’Y’Z={~~~D~ZI~‘CIY’.??BM?KJ(L’D’ID((D’,(U,~))EB) & 
& VUEULQ’1 ,~,,u~D% D((D’, u) E C))} = 
= { blIl’b’z .,,bXJ@DsZ((D, (U, b’))EX’) & 
& vu E UzlU’l G(A) ugD I Z((D, u) E Y))} . 
Thus Sx’Y’Z=x’Z(Y’Z). Finally, we have to prove [K] #[S]. As is well 
known, it suffices to show [X] # [Y] for some [Xl, [Y] E P(G(A))/= . So let 
SEA (A #0!). Then [{a}], [{({a},~)}] EP(G(A))/= and 1 {a} I {<{~},a)}. 
Hence [{a}] # [{({a},a)}]. Thus M(A) is a ca and by lemma 1.7(iii) M(A) satis- 
fies extensionality. •! 
2.THEGLOBALSTRUCTUREOFM(A) 
Clearly all M(A)‘s are up to isomorphism uniquely determined by the 
cardinality of their carrier set A, but we also have the converse, i.e. 
VA VA’ &@l)~M(A’)-+Card (A) = Card (A)). Before we prove this fact we 
will state several properties of M(A). Notice that (M(A), I) where 
[X] I [Y] HXS Y 
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is a complete lattice with bottom [O], top [A] and the supremum 
sup F= [U {Xj[X] E F}] for arbitrary FC /‘(G(A))/=. We will show that some 
of the lattice theoretic properties of M(A) can be expressed in M(A). First we 
will prove that the binary SUP resp. INF operator is definable (in the language 
of ca’s plus constants) in M(A). 
2.1 LEMMA. There is a SUP, EM(A) such that 
(i) VXVY ([Xl 5 SUPA [X] [ Y] & [ Y] 5 SUPA [X] [ Y]) 
(ii) VXVYVZ ([Xl I [Z] & [Y] 5 [Z] +SUP, [X] [ Y] 5 [Z]) 
(iii) VZ (VXYY ([Z][X][O] = [X] = [Z][X][X] & [Z][X][Y] = [Z][Y][X])-+ 
+ [Z] = SUPA) 
PROOF. Define SUPA: =[{(B,(C,d))l{d)sBUC}]. 
Then SUPA[X][Y] = [{dl{d} sXU Y}]. From this (i) follows immediately. 
To prove (ii) suppose [X] I [Z], [Y] 5 [Z]. Then from the monotonicity 
it follows that SUPA[X][Y] rSUP,[Z][Z] = [{dl{d} lZ}] = [Z]. Hence 
SUPA [X][ Y] 5 [Z]. (iii) Let Z be arbitrary such that VXYY ([Z][X][0j = 
= [Xl = EIWIWI & [~lWl[~l= [Zl[Yl[XIh Then WI = IZl[Xl[01~ 
5 [Z] [Xl [ Y] and [Y] = [Z] [ Y] [01 I [Z] [ Y] [X] = [Z] [X] [ Y]. Thus for arbitrary 
X,Y we get from (ii) SUPA[X][Y]4[Z][X][Y]. Moreover, [Z][X][Y]I 
5 [zlwJp.4 WI [ mwJp, [Xl [ Yl) = SUP,4 [Xl 1 Yl* Hence for all X, Y 
[Z] [X] [ Y] = SUP, [X][ Y]. So [Z] = SUP, by extensionality. 0 
2.2 LEMMA. There is a INF, EM(A) such that 
(i) b’XVY (INF, [Xl 1 Y] 5 [Xl & INFA [X] [ Y] I [ Y]) 
(ii) VXYYVZ ([Z]<[X] & [Z]~[Y]-+[Z]IINF,[X][Y]) 
(iii) VZ (VXVY ([Z][X][A] = [X] = [Z][X][X] & 
Ji [Zl[Xl[Yl= [Zl[Yl[XI)-t[Zl =INF,) 
PROOF. Define INFA=[{(B,(C,d))l{d}~B& {d}~C)l. 0 
Next we characterize top and bottom: 
2.3 LEMMA. 
vx [ZYirZ ([Y] #[Xl & [Z][X] = [Xl & VX'fX[Z][X'] = [Y]) 
-([Xl = [O] or ([Xl = [A] & A is finite)] 
PROOF. +: Let [Y] # [Xl, [Z] be such that [Z][X] = [Xl and VX’fX 
[Z][X’] = [Y]. Suppose [X] # [O] and [X] # [A]. Then since [O] I [X] I [A] we 
get [Y]=[Z][O]s[Z][X]=[X]=[Z][X]5[Z][A]=[Y], i.e. [X]=[Y]. Contra- 
diction. Thus [X] = [O] or [Xl = [A]. Suppose [X] # [O] and A is infinite. We 
will show A = Y. Clearly YIA. To prove A I Y let SEA be arbitrary. Then 
since A = ZA a 5 G(AJ b for some beZA. If ~E{uEA~QEZ} then b~Z0= Y. 
Hence a 5 o&r 5 o(,#for some b’~ Y. If b@{a~Ala~Z} then (B,b)eZ for 
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some finite BI A. Now since B is finite B f A. So b E ZB= Y. Thus again 
~%(zqb%(zq b’ for some b’E Y. So A= Y, i.e. [A] = [Y]. Contradiction. 
Hence A is finite. +: For [O] choose a0 E A and define [Z] : = [{(B, go)1 B # 0}]. 
Then [Z] [01= [O] and VX’ f 0 [Z] [X’] = [{ uo}] # [O]. If A is finite then choose 
ao~A and define [Z]: =[{(A,a)~a~A}U{(0,({a~},a~))}]. Then [Z][A]= 
= [A U {<{d, @)I = [Al. M oreover, if [X’] #[A] then lA&Y’. So [Z][x’] = 
= [{({Qo),~o))~ + Ml for all WI + Ml. 0 
Observe that ({[X]IXEP(A)}, I) is a complete sublattice of (M(A), 5) 
which is isomorphic to (P(A), G) by proposition 1.2(vi). We will finally show 
that the elements of this sublattice are definable in M(A). 
2.4 LEMMA. brz (t/x ([z][x] = [Xl)-~YEP(A) ([Z] = [Y])) 
PROOF. --‘: Suppose VX [Z][X]= [X] and define Y: ={a~AjgX 
(X= Z dz a E X)} . Clearly [Y] I [Z]. To prove [Z] 5 [Y] let b E Z. If b E A then 
bEY. If beA then b=(BI,... (B,,, a) . ..) for some a E A and finite Bi. So 
bIGt,,aEZB1... B,, = Z. Thus b I G(A)0 E Y. +: Suppose [Z] = [Y] for some 
YEP(A). Then for all X [Z][X]=[Y][X]=[YX]=[Y]=[Z]. 0 
Now we are ready to prove 
2.5 THEOREM. LAVA’ (M(A)aM(A’)-Card (A)=Card (A’)) 
PROOF. +: Suppose M(A)EM(A’) by some bijection e:P(G(A1))/= + 
-+P(G(A2))/= such that VXYY &[X][Y])=e([X])&[Y]). Let BEP(A). Then 
for all [X] E p(G(A))/= [B][X] = [B]. So for all [X] cP(G(A’))/= 
e([B])[X] = e([B]) and thus by lemma 2.4 O([B])= [C] for some CEP(A’). By 
the same argument we also see that for all CEP(A’) we have [C] = O([B]) 
for some BE/‘(A). So I~[{[X]IXEP(A)}] = ([X]IXEP(A’)}. Hence 
Card (([X]IXEP(A)})=C~~~ ({[X]IXEP(A’)}) and thus by proposition 
1 S(ii) Card (P(A)) = Card (p(A’)). Then if A’ is finite Card (A) = Card (A’). 
Suppose A’ is infinite. We shall prove that ({[X]IXEP(A)}, I)= 
=({[X]IXEP(A’)}, 5). Bylemma2.3 there are [Y]#[D] and [Z]EP(G(A))/= 
such that [Z] [O] = [O] and for all x’ f 0 [Z] [X’] = [Y]. Then again by lemma 2.3 
6([0]) = [O]. Now observe that for all [Xl, [Y] EP(G(A))/= we have 
SUPA [X] [O] = [X] = SUPA [X] [X] and SUPA [X] [ Y] = SUPA [Y] [Xl. Thus 
for all [Xl, [Y] E P(G(A’))/= e(SUP,)[X][O] = [X] = &SUP,)[X][X] and 
&SUP,)[X][ Y] = e(SUPA)[ Y][X]. So by lemma 2.l(iii) @SUPA) = SUPA,. 
Hence for all B, C E P(A) 
[B] 5 [CIW~UP, [B][c] = [c]~suPA,e([B])e([cl) = e([cp+ 
So ({[X]IXEP(A)}, s)c({[x]lX~P(A’)}, I). Hence (p(A), c)=(p(A’), c) 
and Card (A)=Card (A’) follows immediately. +: Easy and left to the 
reader. 0 
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Let (Di, I i), (Dz, s2) be complete partial orders (cpo), then [Dt+D2] is the 
set of continuous maps considered as a cpo by pointwise ordering. It is well 
known that every cpo (0, zz ‘) with (0, I ‘)z [D+D] by some continuous 
bijection can be made into an extensional cu. In [Sl], [S2] Scott showed how 
to construct complete lattices (D,, 5 a) z [D, -+DJ starting with an arbitrary 
complete lattice (DO, so). This construction can be done also for cpo’s rather 
than complete lattices. Now, the question arises whether we get different ex- 
tensional cu’s by the graph construction. The answer is no. We shall show that 
for every A #0 and every cpo (DO, I J we have 
w9~uL, *cm Ko,&kvw, s)=Wo, qd. 
Hence the graph construction yields up to isomorphism exactly those ca’s 
(Da., *cm K,,S,) with (Do, lo) a complete atomic Boolean algebra. We shall 
first give a brief outline of the D,-construction and extract the properties of 
D, we will need in the proofs below. For a very thorough discussion see [B]. 
Let (Do, I ,,) be a cpo and define inductively (D,, 1, s,, + ,) : = [D,-D,]. 
Then (D,, I =) is the cpo with 
D,: = ((x,,,x,, . . . > 1 l+z E o(x, ED, & dp,(x, + 1) =x,,} for certain fixed 
projections po, E [D,+ 1 -+D,] 
<X)5,(j) iff V~EO x,I.y, 
sup F: =(sup {x,lx~F)),,, for directed FcD, 
I m: =( In)new I where I n is the bottom of (D,,, I~). 
Furthermore, there are projections P, E [D,+D,], such that (P,[D,], I a) is 
a sub-cpo of (D,, I ,), and isomorphisms fun,, E [P,[D,]+D,J. We will 
abbreviate P,(x) with x,. Then the following laws of projection hold in 
D,,,:Vx~D,Vn~ot’rn~w 
(Ll) (xn)m =Xmin{n,m} 
w nsm-+x,s,x,s,x 
(L3) x=sup (x,lnco} 
64) I,= I, 
(W (sup F), = sup {X,~XE F} for arbitrary subsets FC D, with existing 
sup’s 
Moreover, a binary application operation em is defined on D, which satisfies 
the below laws of application: Vx E D, b’y E D, Vn E o Vm E o 
(W Xn+1*mY=Xn+l*oDYn=(X*oDYn)n 
(L7) xO*mY=xO=(x*ca A- co)0 
(W (sup F) *=x= sup {y*,pxly~ F} for arbitrary FC D, with existing 
sup’s 
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(L9) x*-sup F=sup {x*,y(yeF} for directed FGD, 
(LW bz (yI,z+x*,yl,x*,z &y*oD~Sm~*mx) (monotonicity) 
u-11) vz x*,zI,y*,z+xI,y 
(extensionality) 
(LW vz x*,z=y*,z+x=y I 
(L13) fun,(x,+l*,y,)=fun,+l(x,+l)(fun,Cv,)). 
We turn our attention now to the particular D--models which are generated 
by algebraic lattices. 
2.6 DEFINITION. Let (0, I ‘) be a complete lattice. Then 
(i) XE D is compact iff for every XC_ D one has x4 ’ sup X+x< ’ sup Y for 
some finite Y G X. 
(ii) C(D) : = (xc D Ix is compact} 
(iii) (0, I ‘) is algebraic iff for all XE D x= sup {y 1 y I ‘x & y E C(D)} 0 
The structure of an algebraic lattice is completely determined by the dense 
subset C(D). Therefore we now characterize C(D,). It is easy to see that if 
(DO, 5s) is an algebraic lattice, then all (D,, I .) and (D,, I -) are algebraic 
lattices. In the sequel we assume (DO, 1s) to be an algebraic lattice. 
2.7 PROPOSITION 
(i) Vn~wVm~w (~s~+C(P,[D,])GC(P,,,[D,]) 
(ii) WLJ = U {W,W,l)b emI 
PROOF. Easy and left to the reader. 0 
2.8 PROPOSITION. For all n E o and for all y, Y’E C(P,[D,]) there is a 
unique x~, ,,, E C(P, + i [DOD]) such that for all z ED, 
y’ if ylmz 
xy,y’*ooz= (t) 
I oD otherwise 
PROOF. Let n E o and y, y’~ C(P,, [DJ) be arbitrary. 
Then fun,(y), fun&‘) E C(D,). 
Define f :D,+D, by 
fun&‘) if fun,(y) I ,x 
f(x): = 
fun,( I ,,) otherwise 
Thenf~[D,+D,J=D,+, andfeC(D,,+,): 
Suppose f 5 n + I sup F for some Fc D,, i. Then 
fu%ti’) =f(fun,Cv)) 5 ,$w {g(fun,Cv))lg E F). 
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So since fur&‘) E C(D,,) there is a finite F0 c F such that 
Thus for all z~D,f(z)~sup {g(z)lgcFo}, i.e. f~,,+,sup F,,. 
Now define x,,~,: = fun;: r cf). Then x~,~, E C(P,+ r [D,]) and (t) follows 
from Ll, L2, L4, L6 and L13. The uniqueness of x,,~, is due to the exten- 
sionality of D,. 0 
2.9 PROPOSITION. For all n E o and all XED, 
x=sup {Xui,&m} 
PROOF. Let x E C(P, + , [D,]) and define X: = {x,,, t J y, z E C(P,[D,]) & 
& zl,x*,y}. Then Xc_P,+, ID,,,] and x= sup X. Hence there is a finite 
X0 c X such that x= sup X,,, i.e. there is a m E o and 
Yo, * * * 9 Ym, zo, . * * , z,~C(P,[ll,]) such that x=sup {~,,,~,~i~m}. 0 
Before we prove the characterization theorem we shall show 
(P(GW),/=, *)z(Dc,x *m) 
with (Do, I o) = (p(A), c ). As a first step in that direction we isolate a certain 
subset of D, which corresponds to the set of ‘elementary instructions’ G(A). 
2.10 DEFINITION. Let Elem(D,) : = U {Elem,(D,)ln E o} where Elem,(D,) 
is recursively defined by 
(i) Elemo(D,): = { fun;‘({a})jaEA} 
(ii) Elem,+ r(Dm) : = Elem,(D,) U {xY, ZlZ finite Xc Elem,(D,) y = sup X & 
& z E Elem,(D,)) 0 
2.11 PROPOSITION 
(i) Vx~Elem(D,)VX~Elern(D,) (x~,sup X+~xo~Xxs,xo) 
(ii) Vxe C(D,)Z finite Xc Elem(D,) x= sup X 
(iii) VxeD, x=sup {YEElem(D,)lyI,x} 
PROOF. (i) With induction on x~Elem,,(D,). Let x~Elern~(D,) and 
suppose XI =sup X with Xc Elem(D,). Then for some a EA 
x=fun~‘({a})l,sup X. 
Hence fun{ ‘({a}) I @(sup X), = sup {xolx~ X} by LS. Thus 
14 c U {fun0(x0)lxeW, 
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i.e. {a> rfunO(xO) for some xeX. Hence fun{‘({a))~,xe~,x by L2. Let 
x,,, z E Elem, + i (D,) and suppose x,,, z - oD < sup X for Xc Elem(D,). Then 
Z=Xy,z*myImSUp x*,y=sup {x*,ylxEx} = 
=sup {fun;‘({a}), zlfun,‘({a>)EX or gy’rmy x,,,,EX} 
c Elem(D,). 
Thus from the induction hypothesis it follows that .z<,fun, l({a})~X or 
z 5 oDz’ for some xv,, zI E X with y’s =y. Then it follows from the monotonicity 
of *ol that x,,, *I ,x for some x E X. (ii) With induction on x E C(P, [D,]). If 
x~c(Pc[D,]) then for some finite Bc_A x=sup {fun~‘({a})]a~B}. Let 
x~c(P,+i[D,]). Then by proposition 2.9 x=sup {x,,z,lism) for certain 
m E o and yi, Zi E C(P,, [D,]). Thus from the induction hypothesis it follows 
that yi = SUP Y;, Zi = SUP Z; with finite Yi, Zi c Elem(D,). SO 
X=SUp {x,,,,,]i5m}=sup {X,,,zlzEZi& ilm} 
and 
{Xy,,JZEZi & ilm} cElem(D,). 
(iii) follows from (ii) and the algebraic nature of (D,, I,). 0 
2.12 DEFINITION. For b E G(A) define inductively 
(i) q(a): =funi’({a}) if agA 
tii) dB9 @ : =xsup (q(b)lbd},(o(b) n 
2.13 LEMMA 
(i) V’b E G(A) p(b) E Elem(D,) 
(ii) b’b E G(A)~cE GM) (b~~(.+c*cpW~ G(A)&)) 
(iii) Vx E Elem(D,)% E G(A) p(b) =x 
PROOF. (i) and (iii) follow immediately from definition 2.12. For (ii) we prove 
with induction on n : bst E o V{ b, c) c P(G,(A))(b I o(A1~~q@) 5 -q?(c)). For 
n =0 this is trivial. Let {b,c} c P(G,+ ,(A)). Define 
( 
(0,~) if ue-4 
S(u): = 
u otherwise 
Then if u E A q(u) = fun; ‘({u}) and q@(u)) =x, m.,funol({ul). So from propo- 
sition 2.8 and L7 it follows that q@)=@(u)) for all u E G(A). Suppose 
bl G(A)c. Then S(b) I o&$c). So there are 0;~ G,(A) and die G,(A) for 
i= 1,2 such that S(b)=(D,,d,), S(c)=(D,,dz), D,ID, and d,sGtAjd2. Then 
we get from the induction hypothesis sup {(p(d)ldeD2) ~,sup {p(d)ldeD,} 
and p(dl) I &d2). Hence 
P(b) = aw)) = xs,p {cp(d)lde D,}, f&d,) - = c&“p {&f)jdeD*},(p(d*) = rpcw) = fPw* 
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Suppose q(b) I -q(c). Then q.$Dr, d,) I oocp(Dz, dz) with S(b) = (Dr, d,), S(c) = 
=(Dz,d2), DicG,(A) and diEG,(A) for i=1,2. SO 
W,)=6P(W))*cosuP {CP(d)Jd~D,}I,~(S(c))*,suP {CD(WEDr]. 
Thus d, I =d2 and D2<D1 by the induction hypothesis and proposition 
2.11(i). •i 
Next we prove 
2.14 THEOREM. VA M(A)a(D,,*,, Z&S,) with (DO, SJ)=VV), c ). 
PROOF. Define O:P(G(A))/=+D, by @[Xl): =sup {q~(b)lb~X}. Then 8 is 
a monotone bijection by lemma 2.12 and proposition 2.1 l(iii). Moreover for all 
WI, 1 Yl E f’(W))/= 
e([~][Y])=e([xr])=sup {p(b)p~x~j = 
=sup {I(b)lbE{J7’1~BIY(B,b)EX)U{aEAlaEX}}= 
sup {fun{‘({a}), zl(aEA & aEX) or 
~~l~[Yl~b (q.@)=z& (B,b)eX)}= 
= sup { funi I({ a}), zl(a E A & a E X) or 
auw-1) x~,,~{~D(W~W~=S~P {db)*,e(wi)lb~x)= 
=su~ {d~(b)lbW *,e(]Y])=e(]X])*,e(]Y]). 
Finally, since D, is extensional O([K]) = K, and O([S]) = S,. 0 
Now we are ready to prove 
2.15 CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM. For all A #0 and for all cpo’s (Doso) 
M(A) a Pm, *co, LW++(f4~), r)=(Do, s,). 
PROOF. -+: Suppose M(A) E (D,, *-, K,, S,) via some bijection 
8: P(G(A))/= -‘D, 
such that for all [Xl, [Y] EP(G(A))/= O([X][ Y]) = e([X]) *,e([ Y]). Then by 
lemma 2.4 for all XE P(A) and XE D, O([X]) *mu = @[Xl). Since in D, we 
have 
(cf. [8], 18.4.18) we get VXEP(A) e([X])=(&[x])),. Thus e’:P(A)-Do 
defined by O’(X) : = fun,,(O([X])) is a bijection. Now, since A #0 Card(D,,) 12. 
Choose d,E D,, with d,# I ,, and define f :Do*D,-, by 
f(x): = 
do if x# lo 
I o otherwise 
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Then f ELJ. Hence there is an y ED, such that for all zeD, we have 
funi ‘(dc) if z# I QI 
y*mz= 
1, otherwise. 
Thus by lemma 2.3 O-‘(~,)=[q or f3-‘(l,)=[A]. 
Assume O( [A]) = I a. Then from lemma 2.2 it follows that for all x, YED, 
B(INFA)xl oD =x= B(INF,)xw and B(INF,)xy = B(INF,)yx. Then it is easy to 
see that for all x, y E D,B(INF,)xy = sup {x, y}. So for all [Xl, [Y] E P(A) we 
have 
XC Y+NF,]X]]Y] = [xi~e(INF,)e([x])e([r])=e([xi)~ 
-e([rl)l,e([x])-e’(r)~,e’(x). 
Hence (p(A), E ) E (De, so) via 8”: p(A)+& defined by e”(X) = &(A \ X). 
Assume O(0) = I -. Then similarly we see that B(SUPA)xy =sup {x, y}. So 
for all X, YEP(A) we have 
XC Y-~uP,]X]]Y] = [y]~e(supA)e([x~)e([y~)=e([y])~ 
-e([x])I,e([r])-e’(x)I,e’(r). 
Thus again (p(A), C ) = (De, I 0). +: If (p(A), c ) z (Do, I c) then clearly 
(Kc., *cm Ko,,S,)=(D,, *cm K,, S,) with (D& 5s) = (p(A), r ). Hence from 
theorem 2.12 it follows that M(A) z (D,, em, Km, S,). 0 
3. EXTENSIONAL SUBSTRUCTURES OF(P(G(A)),*)AND Pw 
As already mentioned in the introduction Engeler’s graph algebra (P(G(A)), 0) 
is never extensional. However, there is always a substructure which can be made 
into an extensional ca, provided A ~0. We will show this by embedding 
(P(G(A))/ =, *) isomorphically into (P(G(A)), 0). 
3.1 THEOREM. CI (P(W))/=, *)=4fYGW), '). 
PROOF. Define e:P(G(A))/= -P(G(A)) by O([X]): = U{ZlZ=X} and ob- 
serve that U {Z 1 ZE X} EX. Then B is an injection. Moreover, 
ewiwwi) = {bl3~ c em (B, b) E e(m)) = 
={bpzBc U{ZlZ= Y} (B,b)E U{ZlZ=X}} = 
={blmw Y {(BJ))sx) = U{Z~Z=XY) =e([xr])=e([x][r]). 0 
As known from the literature the Pwc>e-models are non-extensional ca’s, 
whose structures depend on the specific codings c of pairs of natural numbers 
and e of finite subsets of o used in the construction. Given two bijections 
c:o’+o, e: CO+(XEP(CO)IX finite} Pwcse is the model (p(w), m) with the 
application on p(w) defined by 
Xm Y: =(mEwlB2Ew(e(n)~ Y& c(n,m)EX)}. 
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In [S3] Scott presents a very elegant method to construct extensional sub- 
structures of the PoP-models. Here we will give a more elementary technique 
by embedding (P(G(A,,))/=, *) isomorphically into PaY for a certain set 
A c, e * However, for rather ‘nice’ codings only this technique will yield non- 
trivial extensional substructures. 
3.2 DEFINITION. Let c: 02-+o, e: ~+(XEP(~)~X finite} be arbitrary. 
(i) Define AC+: = {ncolc(e-‘(0),n)=n} 
(ii) For b E G(A,,) define inductively 
p(n) : = n if n E A,, 
CD(W): =c(e-‘({~(b)lb~B}),dp(b)) 
(iii) Define 0: P(G(A,,))/= -vu by @[Xl): = (@)lb~ U {ZlZrX}} 0 
3.3 LEMMA. UX] EP(G(A,,,))/= HY] cP(G(A,,))/= 
(0 NJ3 = Q[ YIP WI = [ Yl 
6) em [ yl) = ewi). e([ yl) 
PROOF. (i) + is trivial. For +, we prove with induction on n 
Then if e([X]) = 0([ Y]), we have X= Y and thus [X] = [Y]. Clearly, this holds 
for n =O. Let b, WE G,, ,(A,,) and define 
S(u): = 
(0,~) if UEA$, 
U otherwise. 
Then if UEA~,~ it follows from definition 3.2 that yl(S(u))=&u). Suppose 
p(b) = p(W). Then also p(S(b)) =&S(W)). Hence c(e-‘({@)lb ED~ >), &dr)) = 
= c(e-‘({&b)lb ED~}), &d2)) where S(b) = (III, d,) and S(W) = (D2, d2). So 
{&~)lb EQ} = {cQ)Jb cD2} and &d,) = &d2) and from the induction hypo- 
thesis it follows that Dr 1D2 and d, I GcA,,jd2, d2sctA,,Jdl. Hence 
S(b) 4 G(A~~,~~W') and SW) I q,+,,S(b). 
Thus 
(ii) By the proof of theorem 3.1 we have 
U{ZJZ=XY} = U{ZlZ~X}. U(ZlZ= Y) = 





B c P(d(B c e([ YI) 8~ de - ‘(B), yl(bN E WXI))} = 
= {me~lL%~co(e(n)c e([Yl) & c(n,m)~O([X]))} =fl([X])~e([Y]). 
3.4 THEOREM. For all bijections c:w2+cu, e:w+{XEP(w)lX finite} 
(P(G(Ac,,))/=, *)~Pco”~. •I 
Thus if A,, # 0, i.e. if for some n E o c(e- l(0), n) = n then PoGe has a sub- 
structure which can be made into an extensional cu. 
EXAMPLES. Let e be the standard coding of finite subsets of o defined by 
e(n)= {ko, . . . . /r,-,} with k,,< . . . <k,-,wn=2’0+ . . . +2km-I 
Then e(0) = 0. Consider the two codings of pairs c and c’ given by 
c(n,m)=+(n+m)(n+m+l)+m 
c’(n,m)=+(n+m)(n+m+ 1)+n 
Then A,,= (0) and Ac,,e= (0, l}. By theorem 2.5 M(A,,)PM(A,,,,). Hence 
Pco”~ and Pco”,~ contain non-isomorphic extensional ca’s. 
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